
PHS   Summer Reading                                  Incoming Seniors 
 
Welcome to senior year.  Below are your summer reading choices.  In parentheses, books are rated for reading 
level:       E=easy    M=moderate    C= challenging    and number of pages are usually included. 
 Your task: 

 Read TWO books. Many are memoirs, and the second list is more multi-cultural. 

 Complete TEN “Quotes and Notes” entries for each of the two books. 

 All “Quotes and Notes” entries are due Friday, September 13.  (Use guidelines, below!) 

   All work must be typed.  Use 12 point font and double spacing.   

 Expect an in-class essay on the two books during the month of September.  
 
LIST A  //  USA: Coming of Age Fiction or Memoirs 
Anderson, Laurie                    Catalyst   (E, 231 p) College admissions, high school drama and unlikely friendship 
Baldwin, James                       If Beale Street Could Talk (M)   Harlem before Civil Rights, love story, racial issues 
Freyman-Weyr, Garrett        My Heartbeat (E, 154 p)   Teen starts to realize her brother may be gay 
Frank, E.R.          America (E, 242p)   Suicidal teen in residential treatment center 
Gantos, Jack                      Hole in My Life (E, 200p)    One poor decision lands a young man in jail  
Hopkins, Ellen                         Crank (E) Confused teen spends summer w/ drug addict dad, poem format 
Isaacson, Walter                    Steve Jobs (M) Recently published biography of Apple founder and CEO, Steve Jobs 
Jay-Z                                         Decoded (M, 307p) Memoir, Jay-Z’s life 
McBride, James         The Color of Water (C, 285p)   Memoir of a bi-racial teen growing up in NYC 
Moore,Wes                             The Other Wes Moore (M)  Memoir and biography, 2 black males growing up amidst 
                                                                poverty and violence; one a successful journalist, the other in jail 
Oates, Joyce Carol                  Big Mouth, Ugly Girl (E, 264p) Unlikely teen friendship, family drama 
Shreve, Anita                          Eden Close (M, 265p)    Tragic love story, set in the Midwest, 1960’s 
Seabold, Alice                         Lucky (E, 246p)   True story, stranger rape of a college freshman, and its after effects 
Walls, Jeanette         The Glass Castle (C, 288p) Memoir, 4 kids and 2 incompetent but loving parents; 
                                                                                                         poverty, alcoholism, eccentricity 
Wolff, Tobias                          This Boy’s Life (M)   Memoir, growing up in the 1950’s, with an abusive step-father 
 
List B   //  Multi Cultural Fiction or Memoir 
Ajak, B, Deng, B and D          They Poured Fire on Us From the Sky (M, 331p)  Three  of Lost Boys of Sudan fleeing  
                                                                              violence, and eventually emigrating to U.S. 
Cleave, Chris                           Little Bee (C, 271p) Young Nigerian teen in England, trying to come to terms with 
                                                                              memories of violence in her homeland, witnessed by an English couple 
Danticut, Edwidge                 Breath, Eyes, Memory (E,234p)   Love story,  immigrants making their way in U.S. 
Eggers and Deng                    What Is the What? (M, 475p)  Lost Boy of Sudan who eventually comes to US after   
                                                                               years of being a refugee 
Ferraris, Zoe                            Finding Nouf  (M. 305 pg)     Part murder mystery, part love story, modern day Syria 
Guene, Faiza                 Kiffe Kiffe Tomorrow (M. 179p)  Disaffected Algerian girl living outside Paris, feeling 
                                                                               like an outsider // coming of age, cultural assimilation 
Hossein, Khaled                      The Kite Runner  (C, 432 p)   
McCormick, Patricia              Sold (E, 263p)  Young Nepalese girl who is  unwittingly sold to human traffickers,  
                                                                                moved to India and forced into prostitution 
Mukherjee, Bharati                Jasmine   (M, 241p)  Widowed Indian teen immigrates to U.S.//identity, homeland 
Obama, Barack                       Dreams of My Father  (M)  Memoir, growing up in Hawaii and Indonesia. Seeking  
                                                                               roots In Chicago and father’s family in Kenya // Race and identity 
Staples, Suzanne                     Haveli (M. 320 p)   Young rural Pakistani girl becomes fourth wife of powerful  local 
                                                                               politician //  romance, women’s rights, political thriller 
  



Assignment # 1: “Quotes and Notes” 
Respond to each book through “Quotes and Notes” journal entries.  For each book, record ten crucial 
passages, and then develop your own response explaining why the passage is important.   
 
Choose the passages based on the following guidelines: 

a. Discuss two passages that describe the main character;      
b. Discuss two passages that reveal the setting and establish the mood; 
c. Discuss two passages that develop the plot (exposition, conflict, climax, resolution);               
d. Discuss two passages that communicate the theme; 
e. Discuss two passages in order to develop a Text-to Self, Text-to-Text, and/or Text-to-World 

Connections 
 

Quotation Note/ Response 

 

 Cite a passage from the novel here, in 
quotation marks.  Identify the page 
number. 

 

 

 Analyze the passage according to a, b, c, 
d, or e above (clearly identify). 

 Use complete sentences and thoroughly 
explain the significance of the passage. 

 

 


